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INFORMATION

"INSPIRING TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGIES"
According to this new claim TRACTO-TECHNIK
presented its complete range of NODIG systems
and its new corporate design during the “Hands
on Days” 2014. More than 600 visitors from Europe, Australia, Asia und Africa got an in-depth
experience of TT’s Trenchless Technologies in
theory and practice during this well-established
event held at the TT headquarters in Lennestadt/
Germany.
In addition to the popular live demonstrations the
multi-lingual programme included a factory tour
for early birds, a choice of 30 well-attended inspiring lectures by speakers from TT and the exhibiting partner companies Bagela, Föckerperger,
Hauff-Technik, Bohrtec, Prime Drilling and RSP
suction excavators which round up TT’s complete
system solutions.

4
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After the lectures there was plenty of time to talk
shop and to attend the live demonstrations at the
test site. There the trade visitors could test the
machines for themselves and exchange their experience. In co-operation with the partner company Prime Drilling from Wenden/Germany the
complete range of HDD technology from minibore rigs to large drilling rigs was operated live.

TRACTO-TECHNIK presented
its new corporate design just
in time for the Hands on Days
2014. Now everything shines
in new splendour - from digital
and print media to machine
labellings and exhibition
stand!

Particularly remarkable was the number of high
profile of visitors from the Eastern European
countries due to the strong demand for extending the underground pipe infrastructure in this
part of the world. The 10th “Hands on Days“ proved once more that TRACTO-TECHNIK, with its
innovative products and sophisticated system
solutions, is a leader in trenchless technologies
which inspire both partners and customers. ◊
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GRUNDOMAT

Service Connections

as simple as that!
Trenchless from inside of the building with
GRUNDOMAT soil displacement hammer

Launch of the GRUNDOMAT soil displacement hammer from inside of the building.

GRUNDOMAT- soil displacement hammer
Ideal for short bore lengths and all branches - Below GRUNDOMATN
models 45 and 55 for service connections for fibre optic cables.

PROPERTY
SERVICE
CONNECTION

AIMING
ACCURACY

PE pipe connection with cutting nipple

GRUNDOMATN - 45 mm in diameter - with crowned head or stepped head for PE pipe ND 32

PE pipe connection with cutting nipple

GRUNDOMATN - 55 mm in diameter - with crowned head or stepped head fo for PE pipe ND 40

With GRUNDOMAT hammer through the building wall
... without excavation

Inside

Outside

The GRUNDOMAT hammer starts from inside of the building through a core bore. A casing pipe (up to
32 mm Ø) for the fibre optic cables and the wall-duct is installed trenchlessly, i.e. without assembly
pit (head access hole) in front of the building wall. ◊
6
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INFORMATION

TITAN-Award 2015 for
GRUNDOPIT Keyhole

Picture above: The NASTT innovation award is
presented to TT Technologies’ Mike Tjader at
the NoDig show in Denver.

After having received the NASTT Innovation
Award in the USA the steerable mini bore rig
GRUNDOPIT Keyhole has now been awarded the
TITAN Award as “Product of the Year“ in Poland.

water service connections out of a small circular
keyhole making this minimal-invasive technology especially eco-friendly and
cost-effective.

GRUNDOPIT Keyhole
receives NASTT
Innovation Award 2015

The TITAN is endowed by the Polish publishing
house ENGINEERING Sp. z oo and awarded annually during the international fair and conference
“Trenchless Engineering“. In addition to the “Product of the Year“ the TITAN also recognises “Project of the Year Pipe Installation“, the “Project of
the Year Pipe Renewal“, “European Trenchless
Project of the Year“ and “Small Trenchless Project of the Year“.

During this year’s NASTT NO-DIG show TRACTOTECHNIK’s US sister company TT TECHNOLOGIES received the "Joseph L. Abbott, Jr. Innovative
Product Award" for the GRUNDOPITK mini steerable bore rig. This minimal-invasive technology
allows for the trenchless installation of gas and
water service connections out of a small circular
keyhole using the automatic bore rig.

The official awarding ceremony took place during a gala dinner where TRACTO-TECHNIK’s
Andrzej Wieszołek and Pawel Derwich of TT’s
Polish sales partner DTA-Technik officially received the TITAN trophy from the jury president.

The TITAN Award
for
GRUNDOPIT Keyhole is a
further indication of the worldwide demand for
innovative trenchless solutions
and the technical
sophistication of
TT’s trenchless
technologies. ◊

Picture left: The NASTT Innovation Award 2015
certificate.
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Andrzej Wieszołek of TRACTO-TECHNIK (left) and Pawel Derwich of DTA-Technik proudly present the TITAN trophy.
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NASTT annually recognizes two companies with
state-of-the-art products in either new installation or rehabilitation for their achievements in
advancing the trenchless industry. Having received this prestigious award for the GRUNDOPITK,
which was developed in cooperation with ENGIE
(former Gaz de France Suez), is an honour and
appreciation for everybody involved at TT. ◊

The fully automatic GRUNDOPIT Keyhole bore rig
allows for the trenchless installation of gas and
The mole represents award-wining trenchless technologies.
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GRUNDOPITK

Schematic illustration of the minimal invasive Keyhole technology with
GRUNDOPITK for establishing property service connections for gas or water
without trenches.

© SWG, CH-2540 Grenchen
GRUNDOPITK placed inside the keyhole of only 650 mm diameter at a jobsite for SWG in Switzerland.

© SWG, CH-2540 Grenchen
View into the circular keyhole with completed service connection.

The underground bore is monitored using a detection system.

Service Connections
through the "Keyhole"
The pressure of costs in civil
engi-neering and the cost resulting from open trench methods were the main reasons
for developing a new minimally invasive technology for
establishing service connections for gas, water, power, telecom and sewage. Especially
in the gas market high installation costs and impairments
caused by construction works
on the property have negative
effects.
10 TRACTUELL 19E | 15

The solution for this is the minimal invasive keyhole technology using the GRUNDOPITK
bore rig by TRACTO-TECHNIK
which was developed in cooperation with ENGIE (former
Gaz de France Suez) who were
looking for a non disruptive,
economic method to install
property connections property. There are definite specifications: The technology has
to be applicable in all jobsite
situations. Especially adaption

to varying soil conditions and
monitoring during the bore
are of major importance.
Minimal invasive trenchless
technology
Applying the GRUNDOPITK
keyhole technology, service
connections for gas and water can be established directly
from the main line up into the
building without trenches in
an economic and environmentally friendly manner. In doing

so, bores up to 30 m length
can be established and new
pipes up to OD 63 mm can be
pulled in.
To create the keyhole of max.
65 cm diameter a core is cut
in the concrete or asphalt
using a core bore unit which is
placed above the main service
line. Then a suction excavator
is applied which gently excavates the keyhole spoil cleanly and safely down on to the
main line without damaging
any surrounding pipes or cables. The keyhole then accomodates the GRUNDOPITK to
install the host pipes for the
property service connection
up into the building.

The GRUNDOPITK bore rig is
mounted quickly and safely
secured inside the keyhole and
the bore work can start after a
very short set-up time. Operation is carried out via remote
control. A “lift” transports the
drill rods down to the installation level. There, the rods are
pivoted into the bore direction
and, similar to HDD bores,
driven forward one after the
other up to the building. The
drilling process is constantly
monitored and adjusted if necessary.
When the host pipes have
been installed special assembly tools are used to connect
the gas or water fittings from

the surface (long-handledtooling). A separate access pit
is not required. Following removal of the bore rig the main
line outer surface is cleaned,
the fitting connected and the
service line coupled to it. After
the pressure test the main line
is tapped and the service is put
into operation.
There is no need to block off
the main line during the connection work. Finally, the keyhole is re-filled and the previously extracted asphalt core is
fixed back into place using a
special mortar. After a couple
of hours the construction site
looks as though nothing has
happened.
Successful application in
Switzerland
In Switzerland the public utility company SWG Grenchen
is already applying the keyhole technology with great
success. In the villages of
Grenchen, Lengnau, Bettlach,
Arch, Burgdorf and Jegenstorf
new service connections for
gas and water have been established with the GRUNDOPITK
completely without trenches.
As the circular keyhole produces significantly less joint
edge tension compared to
rectangular break-ups and
no further working pits are
required, follow-up costs due
to cracks and leakages in the
road surface and costs for reinstatement on the property
are omitted. This makes the
GRUNDOPITK keyhole technology especially attractive for
network operators and property owners. ◊
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GRUNDOPIT6V

House connection with
the new GRUNDOPIT6V
Basement
Pond

construction
pit

Bore

The pond to be undercrossed.

Location:
Farm near Elsperhusen/Germany
Task:
Installation of a house connection for
supplying a water pump with power. The outlying farmhouse
has its own water supply with a 100 m deep well. The power
supply line to the water tank in 500 m distance has already
been installed except the last 20 meters.
Bore path:
From 20 m in front of the construction pit
underneath two quarrystone walls, a little pond and a terrace in
the entrance area. up into the basement service room.
Soil:
Loamy soil; underneath the terrace
coarse backfill was to be expected.
Max. inclination:
18 %
Max. depth:
2,5 m
Bore rig:
GRUNDOPIT6V
Drive:
Hydraulic unit TTB20
Mixing system:
MA 09, drilling fluid consumption 500 l
Detection system: F 2
Pipe:
HDPE cable protection pipe OD 110 mm
Backreamer:
DA 160
Start of bore:
June 2, 2015 at 9.45 h
Arival in basement: 10.30 h
Tool exchange:
Bore head against backreamer
approx. 10 minutes
Preparations:
Unreeling of pipe, mounting and attaching of pipe puller to backreamer, approx. 15 minutes
Pipe pulling:
11.00 h to 11.45 h ◊

Photo top left: Pilot bore; arrival
in the basement.
Photo top right: Preparations for
pulling in the pipe.
Photo bottom left:The pipe to be
installed is guided through the
basement window.
Photo bottom centre: Ready for
pulling in the pipe.
Photo bottom right: Arrival in the
construction pit.

The new GRUNDOPIT6V.
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GRUNDODRILL18ACS
TT partner in Finland:

www.maakone.com

The power line in need of renewal (the power pole on the other side of the river is marked with a red arrow).

Reliable HDD technology
in a remote region

than one) was carried out in a nature sanctuary.

side, disposal of the drilling fluid volume was easy
to perform and according to regulations.

The already existing power supply line was to be
renewed from one landside across a river and
an island in the river to the other landside. Only
manual work and no appliance of construction
machines was allowed on the island, therefore

The local fishery supervision was rather worried
about the breeding area of the fish living in the
river, particularly in the river bank region, and
accompanied the drilling measure with a critical
eye, particularly where output and whereabouts
of the drilling fluid were concerned.
The greatest challenge, however, was the ground
itself. At a depth of 10 m, the crew had faced

This stone belongs to
the hardest rock formations
of all.

The GRUNDODRILL18ACS on its way to the job-site.

Hard rocks.

The GRUNDODRILL18ACS in action.

Finland is almost as large as Germany, but its
population is much smaller, only 5.4 million
people live there. Myriads of lakes and many
islands without names give distinction to the

country. Not very far away from Suonenjoki,
a city with 7,500 inhabitants, approximately
300 km to the north of Helsinki, a very sophisticated drilling operation (in more ways

the tender for this 294 m long section demanded
trenchless underground cabeling in a cable protection pipe ND 200 mm using the DD method.
Because the work was carried out from the land-

14 TRACTUELL 19E | 15

hornblende rock and granite with a pressure resistance exceeding 300 MPA. This rock belongs
to the hardest formations known, it dates back
to primeval times. The layer close to the surface
is also very hard to drill, ground moraine rubble
generated by "erratic glaciers" during the Ice Age.
All these marginal conditions demanded a highperformance, eco-friendly drilling method with
TRACTUELL 19E | 15
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GRUNDODRILL11XP

Continued from page 15

The new
11XP
GRUNDODRILL

 he drill rig for inner city use and for bores in
T
the most confined spaces!

The pilot bore.

Monitoring the pilot bore with the tracking instrument
DCI F 5.

The spacious operator's cabin.
The pulled-in pipe.

a particularly thrifty consumption of resources; no more than 10.4 l/h of diesel fuel and
32 t of drilling fluid at most. Like all Finish
enterprises in general, the company manager
Ville Husso of Savon Suuntaporaus attaches
great importance to a robust drilling technology; a technical drop-out in the lonely vastness
of Finland would mean many days of shutdown
time.

progress was 3 - 4 times as high as that of comparable HDD rigs. The pilot bore was monitored
with a DCI F 5 tracking instrument from a boat.
Partially, depths up to 10 m beneath the ground
surface level were reached. The following
reaming of the bore hole to 12" was no small
ordeal, either. But in the end, the cable protection pipe ND 200 was pulled in with a rock reamer 10" without fuss.

The new GRUNDODRILL11XP.

Engine block with Bentonite pump.

Just the right action for the rock drilling rig
GRUNDODRILL18ACS belonging to the boring contractor from Iislami. The pilot bore of 6 1/2" in
diameter tested the patience of the drilling crew
time and again, although at the end, the drilling

Company manager Ville Husso: "Drilling sure
tested our limits, there were times when I
wasn't so sure that we would make it at all.
Now we are happy and very proud of our
achievement." ◊

The new GRUNDODRILL11XP sets the benchmark
in the middle performance category in terms of
product quality, design engineering and costeffectiveness. Its narrow dimensions of only
570mm between the drill axis make it ideal for

applications in urban areas such as close proximity to buildings. Standard features include preset functions for online tensile load measuring
and cable-guided drilling plus a superior and
comfortable operator’s cabin. ◊
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GRUNDODRILL28Nplus

TT sales partner
in the Netherlands:

HDD slope
bore with
28Nplus
GRUNDODRILL

www.meerman.com

Trenchless installation of two drainage pipelines OD 600 mm (Manufacturer Wavin) with accompanying PE pipe OD 40 mm for buffering (Manufacturer Gerodur) with GRUNDODRILL28Nplus.
Place:

Katwijk aan Zee, crossing of an access /
outward road to the beach
Executing company:
Welvreugd Drilling B.V., 3155 Maasland/NL
TT sales partner:
Meerman Jr b.v. - Netherlands
Pilot bores:
Due to the required accuracy a cable guided sonde was
used. The pilot bore head was provided by Welvreugd Drilling
Duration of pilot bores:
1 working day
Bore length:
approx. 100 m each
Installation depth:
4,50 m
Soil:
Sandy soil
Drilling fluid:
The mixing unit was provided by Welvreugd Drilling
Drilling fluid flow rate:
600 l/min.
Reycling:
The used drilling fluid was pumped out of the construction pits
to be recycled on the Welvreugd building yard
Upsizing:
from 150 to 700 mm diameter in one go
Pipe installation:
Backreamer Ø 800 mm (provided by Welvreugd Drilling)
Duration of pipe installation: 1.5 hours ◊

The pilot bore.

The pilot bore has been completed and the pipe string is

The GRUNDODRILL28Nplus.

The pipe is pulled in.

Overview of the jobsite.

ready to be pulled in.
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GRUNDODRILL28Nplus

Challenging network
connection for a
Baltic Sea Resort
The company HELMA from Berlin builds and markets versatile neat villas, semi-detached houses
and floating homesl ike house boats on the f
ormer naval base in Olpenitz / Germany.
The German pipe line construction company
Paasch is a contractor for the installation of

line infrastructure including allproperty service connections and transportation lines.
Now the connection of the ring line for power
and water supply with a length of 265 m beneath the access road of the marina had to be
established, planned as a fluid-assisted HDD
bore using tne GRUNDODRILL28Nplus.

A 160 KS pipe for a medium voltage line and a
temporarily vacant 125 KS pipe as well as a size
160 drinking water supply line were to be installed
as a bundle. The pipe, a bundled coil product made
of PE, was drummed off and welded on the beach.
The 265 m long pilot bore started with an inclination of 25 % on the first 70 m. The bore continued
its course horizontally on the next 135 m, declining by 35 % on the last section to the final point
after 60 m. The coarse-gravel, loamy sand soil
demanded a special drilling suspension which
would not stick the drilling tools together.
Tracking of the bore head and the control of the
drilling progress were achieved with the help of a
depth probe applied from a rope-secured boat, as
is the common practice.

On the day after the pilot bore, the bore hole was
expanded to 330 mm. In the course of the pipe
pulling process, a backreamer Ø 455 with the pipe
bundle attached to it came into action.
Pulling in commenced at a quarter past nine. At
half past four, all 88 drill rods had been returned
to their box - their work was done. The average
values: 10 tons of pulling force, 3000 Nm torque
and a drilling fluid performance of 250 l/min. The
span of the pulling-in time for one drill rod was
app. four minutes.
The Paasch directors couldn’t have been more
pleased: "Again we had the chance to convince
our customer of our efficiency." They are already planning their next challenge: an extremely
sophisticated drilling project on a North Sea
Island. ◊

bore path

Survey of the jobsite.

View from the starting poinz along the bore path.

The pipe strings to be installed.

The pipe bundle.
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GRUNDODRILL28Nplus establishing the pilot bore.

Detection of the bore.

Arrival in the target pit.
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GRUNDODRILL18ACS
TT sister company
in Switzerland:

TRACTO-TECHNIK
Schweiz AG
www.TRACTO-TECHNIK.ch

The GRUNDODRILL18ACS in the pit.

Pin-Point
Drilling
In Switzerland contractor ZEMP
Leitungs- & Tiefbau GmbH put
their new GRUNDODRILL18ACS
into action for a challenging rock
drilling project behalf of the City
of Bern.
22 TRACTUELL 19E | 15

In Bern a discharge to a rain
retention basin was to be installed for a deep seated PE road
drainage pipe ND 355 mm in
a length of 140 m. In this case
launching from the surface

made no sense because of the
geometrical conditions. Thus a
work pit with steel shoring was
built, 9 m long, 3 m wide and
3 m deep, into which the drill
rig was lowered using a truckmounted crane.
The specific challenge of
this action was to maintain a
steady inclination of 2.9%
from 3 m to 5 m along a distanceof 140 m. The only chance to get through this ground,

structurally packed and stabilised and subsequently consolidated with lime, gravelly in
part and even permeated with
rubble, was to use the rock
breaker. The pilot bore caused
no problems and the gradient
was strictly adhered to with
the help of the walk-over system. After the pilot bore the
drill hole was cleared using
backreamers, first size 350
mm, then size 500 mm. Pipe
pulling itself was performed

with a 450 mm backreamer.
Due to the required installation depth of up to 5 m, an
open trench method would
have been extremely elaborate. Therefore, this installation measure was a quick
and economical solution for
the customer.
For Markus Zemp, owner
of the company bearing
his name, the application

efficiency of the GRUNDODRILL18ACS drill rig is also very
important. He mentioned the
really low diesel consumption
of only 10 l per hour and the
comparably small amount of
drilling fluid, although the
bore path went through rock.
Not even a recycling system
was required.
The job site was cleared after
only two weeks. ◊
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GRUNDODRILL

GRUNDODRILL28Nplus
Powerful performance

More info:

GRUNDODRILL15XP
Customer:

Energas, Poland

Machine:

GRUNDODRILL15XP

Date:

17.07.2015

Project:

Installation of a water pipe
ND 160 mm PE

Installation depth: 1,5m up to 1,6m
Installation length: 160 m
Characteristics:
After approx. 100 m the bore had to
make a bend to the left followed by a bend to to right. The
installation was completed within 12 hours (start at 14:00 h,
end at 2:00 h. ◊

Immediately after the prototype of the
GRUNDODRILL28Nplus was launched, its mettle
was really tested. At the Franz-Josef-Strauss
Airport in Munich, cable protection pipes were to
be installed for the new navigation light system
of the runway.
This is where the GRUNDODRLL28Nplus came into
action for the first time. The typical Bavarian
ground conditions, hard-to-drill gravel, provided
good surroundings for the new rig to prove its
drilling performance and operator convenience
at a proper job site. The design engineers from
TT were more than pleased with the results.
At first sight, the GRUNDODRILL28Nplus resembles
its forerunner, the GRUNDODRILL25N, in many
ways; the difference, however, is considerable.
Very compactly built, the machine requires
comparably little space for transportation and
a small footprint for drilling.
The Cummins engine T4i with 224 kW achieves
a maximum torque of 11.000 Nm. The engine is
driven with eco-friendly bio-diesel, its consump-
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tion is extremely low. noise and exhaust fumes
are also significantly reduced.
With its rack and pinion drive, thrust and pullback can be precisely controlled. The new thrust
engine requires very little space. The thrust and
pulling forces reach 280 kN, exceeding the power of the forerunner model by 30 kN. The Bentonite pump on board is also of higher capacity.
A flow rate of 650 litres at 80 bar is absolutely
possible. The high drilling fluid volume accelerates the drilling process.
TD82 drill rods, which have proven their value
many times before, are also used with this machine. 96 drill rods, adding up to 288 m, are kept
ready in the magazine. Drill rod exchange is carried out fully automatically.
The roomy operator's cabin with its modern fittings and comfortable seat does not cramp the
operator in any way. While the forerunner model only showed the drilling data on a 7 ½" display, the GRUNDODRILL28Nplus boasts a 12" display with touch-screen function for drilling data
transmission via telemetry. ◊
TRACTUELL 19E | 15
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TT sister company
in Great Britain:
INFORMATION

The HDD-Quick-Planner

Professional Practice
Software for HDD bores
TRACTO-TECHNIK, in co-operation with Seeliger Drilling Services, Abu Dhabi, has succeeded in designing an extremely efficient and
quick jobsite software - the HDD Quick-Planner
- which has no problems at all with the practice-oriented planning of HDD projects and the
assignment of procedural tasks. The program
provides valuable support for
• drilling service providers, pipe and line
construction companies
• site managers and machine operators
• engineering and planning offices
• municipal works and regional suppliers
• drilling and construction specialists, service
providers.

nection points, external lines, safety margins,
minimum covering, bending radii and many
others can be selected from lodged calculation
functions or changed to satisfy all demands. The
data is incorporated in the calculation of an optimal bore path. All parameters for drilling fluid
calculation can be called up from the database
in the same way.

As we all know, every successful horizontal
drilling operation demands well-founded bore
path planning to increase safety and efficiency of the drilling operation and for greater cost
calculation precision. The HDD Quick-Planner
is more than just simple software, using it for
your HDD projects is fun because every new entry shows the interplay with other parameters.

The HDD Quick-Planner is temporarily available
only in a German version which is based on the
metric system. An English version shall be issued by the end of this year. The pre-conditions for
use are a PC or laptop with a Windows operating
system and Excel from version 2007 on.

Any influencing dimensions like soil type, surface specifications, terrain marking points, con-

Thanks to the programmed database, the number of reaming operations, thrust speed, pulling
forces, drilling fluid requirements, drilling fluid
volume or even the calculation of the required
ballasting to counter pipe uplift can be displayed, for instance.

You can order the HDD QuickPlanner by e-mail:
Quickplanner@tracto-technik.de The HDD
Quick-Planner also has its own information
website, refer to www.hdd-quick-planner.de. ◊

TT-UK Ltd.
www.tt-uk.com

TT-UK secures further
business in the Middle East
Second from right: Mr Mahmoud Elashri CEO of Al Mehdi Trading with some members of his team.

In March 2015 TT-UK was in attendance once
again at the hugely popular and successful
Trenchless Middle East in Dubai. Only this time
they were supporting an exciting new sales
partnership with Al Mehdi Trading LLC who are
representing TT in the Middle East.
With the ever increasing emphasis of NDRC
(Non-Disruptive Road Crossing) in the UAE
and neighbouring GCC countries and with
the additional support of TRACTO TECHNIK
Germany, their aim is to provide this important
region with even more innovative and pioneering
solutions for customers requesting non-disruptive No-Dig Trenchless Technology methods
of installing and replacing Pipes and Cables in
NDRC.
With many prestigious utility, construction
and contracting companies visiting the stand
there was great interest across the entire TT
range. The GRUNDOMAT, GRUNDORAM and
GRUNDOBURST products were of particular
interest with orders for TT equipment being
agreed during the Exhibition. There was also
an order confirmed from neighbouring Saudi
Arabia, for the HDD GRUNDODRILL18ACS ‘The
King of Rock.
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Roger Atherton (Below right) Business Development Manager for TT-UK said “TT Middle East
operations will continue to expand and gain
wider coverage across the region and with the
opening of their New Office and Workshop Facilities in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, we wish Al Mehdi
Trading every success for the future”.
He added “We would like to thank all of our existing customers in this region, and look forward
to welcoming some new customers and continuing to supply our products and service to the
Middle East regions”. ◊

Roger Atherton of TT-UK with a customer.
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TT sales partner
in Denmark:
GG

MANGE TAK!
Four decades of
success in Denmark

GUNNAR GULDBRAND
ENTREPRENØSERVICE

Gunnar Guldbrand
Entreprenørservice
www.gg.gk

On the occasion of his retirement, TT's long-term sales
partner Gunnar Guldbrand looks back and ahead.

TT's CTO Meinolf Rameil and ISM Uwe Prinz (far right) congratulate Gunnar
Guldbrand on his 65th birthday and thank him for the long-term partnership.

Gunnar Guldbrand has been
representing TT’ since 1977,
founding his own company
as exclusive sales partner for
Denmark in 1981. Ever since,
Gunnar spread the trenchless message with verve so
that Gunnar Gulbrand Entreprenørservice A/S has evolved from a retailer of niche
products to a full-service NODIG provider offering various
pre- and after-sales service
such as project consultation,
maintenance and training to
its customers.
Corresponding to the company
motto “Our know-how – your
strength” the Danish market
for trenchless technologies
prospered constantly and in
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2014 the vacant sales territory of Norway was assigned to
Guldbrand as well. Now, after
almost 40 years in the business,
Gunnar is going to retire at the
age of 65. On this occasion we
spoke to him about his personal plans and past, present and
future of the company.
TRACTUELL: Gunnar, after almost 40 years in business you
are now going to retire. Will you
completely withdraw and what
are your plans for the future?
Gunnar: I will spend more time
with my hobbies - For many years I have had a wish to be a
private pilot flying a motor airplane – I have already started
taking flying lessons. Furthermore I hope there will be more

time for cycling, golf, hunting
and fishing. Naturally, I will
provide back up for Dennis with
constructive assistance and
practically help in the company
after my retirement.
TRACTUELL: Having started
as an equipment dealer GG
has become a strong and competent partner for trenchless
products and services. How
did you do it and what were the
milestones in the company history?
Gunnar: I’ve always had the
philosophy of a serious company, which should offer products
with quality and comfort where
service and reliability are the
first priority.
We should follow the development and be at the front of
the actual technical development in the business. Here, TT
has been a very good sparring
partner, who have followed
the development all the time
and secured products for us,
with a technique and a quality,
which has been ahead of our
competitors. We have been offered training courses for new
products, so we have always
been able to give our customers assistance or training in

order to use the new equipment and technologies.
During the past years we have
delivered equipment for laying
pipes for telecommunication
and electricity cables underground and after that natural
gas and drinking water and
then the latest being for fibre
optic cables.
Apart from the above mentioned
methods, the future will involve
the renovating of old water and
sewer pipes. I think there will
be a need for gravity pipes and
some changes to pumping lines will be necessary, in order
to get the large amount of rainwater pumped away quickly enough. A lot of both Grundomats and Grundocracks will be
needed for these jobs.

TRACTUELL: How has the
market changed during this
time? What were the special
opportunities and challenges?
Gunnar: We are standing strong
in the Scandinavian market, because we are a firm which can
deliver quality machines with
the necessary service and assistance with equipment and also
the individual solutions, our customers need.
The wage in the Scandinavian
market demands equipment and
suppliers, which secure a high
capacity and stability, because
down-times are very expensive.
Therefore, the Danish and the
Norwegian contractors are very
interested in the newest equipment on the market. This is
where TT dealers stand strong.

TRACTUELL: You’ll be handing over the management
to your son Dennis. Do you
have any advice for him?
Gunnar: I will wish Dennis good luck for the future.
With a lot of satisfaction I
can see that customers and
suppliers have met Dennis
and get along very well and
that he has a very good feeling in the industry. Dennis
and Maria have named their
son Gustav Guldbrand, so
the prospects are good for a
further GG-generation in the
future.
Thanks a lot, Gunnar - for the
interview and most of all for
your achievement in advancing trenchless technologies
in Denmark, Take care! ◊

Replacement of a Ø 600 concrete pipe
In the city of Roses, a leaking 600 mm
concrete sewer pipe was replaced with a
600 mm PE pipe. The machine used for
the project was a GRUNDOBURST2500G.
The company Aqualogy from Murcia was
in charge of the project. The job-site was
supervised by SISTEMAS, the TRACTOTECHNIK partner in Spain. Altogether
295 m of old pipe in two mains, 185 m and
110 m in length, were to be replaced. It
took one day each for the renewal of the
two mains lengths. The pulling speed
averaged 2 m per minute. A special fea-

ture of the project was the high water level;
this caused roughly 50 % of the old pipe to
be permanently under water. Thanks to a
reliable machine technology and accurate
performance, the measure was completed
to the full satisfaction of all people concerned. ◊
TT partner in Spain:
SISTEMAS de PERFORACIÒN
www.perforaciones.com
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GRUNDORAMGOLIATH

GRUNDORAM flies first class
for Pipeline Drillers in
Australia
Pipeline Drillers were engaged
by Monadelphous KT Pipelines
to undertake challenging trenchless works associated with

the FRGP 16" gas line in October 2014. After conducting the
initial scoping and research on
site in Western Australia, they

found varying ground conditions, numerous stakeholders,
crossings inside the FMG Solomon Hub iron ore mine, all in
combination with a very tight
time frame for completion of
the job.
Initial works progressed well,
with eight crossings completed
as planned in varying ground
conditions ranging from sandy loam with light amounts
of cobble, to 40-60 MPA hard
rock.
Then came the challenging
part for Pipeline Drillers; the
most critical crossings of the
pipeline, located inside the
FMG Solomon Hub iron ore
mine and crossing a haul road
and export rail lines. Both bores were 60 m long, requiring
608 mm enveloper pipes. The
ground conditions were difficult, comprising of powdered
dry clay with large amounts
of cobble. Two attempts were
made to pilot hole at the haul
road, however the conditions
were too loose and binding,
making for a very high risk
HDD operation.
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After review of all options, including alternative trenchless
solutions, the safest most
competent way to install the
crossing was decided: Pipe
Ramming. The best machine
for the pneumatic ramming
job was TT ASIA PACIFIC’s
GRUNDORAMGOLIATH and coupled with the expertise, assistance and technical advice
received from TT ASIA PACIFIC made the purchase of the
GRUNDORAMGOLIATH the only
choice for the successful completion of the project.
The excellent customer service
and support received from the
team at TT ASIA PACIFIC meant that Pipeline Drillers were
able to receive the machine

from TTAP’s parent company in
Germany to the job site within
only 5 days.
On arrival of the machine and
with the assistance of TT ASIA
PACIFIC’s John Walsh, the
crossings were completed in
two weeks – an unprecedented
timeframe for such a demanding job – reinforcing the correct decision on the purchase
of GRUNDORAMGOLIATH.
Pipeline Drillers are extremely happy and satisfied with the
GRUNDORAMGOLIATH, the owner
and managing director John
Whitbread says, “We look forward to taking the GRUNDORAMGOLIATH to new projects, with
similar challenges”.
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Installiation of a service
connection for water supply
in the city of Buftea, 16 km to the north
of Bucharest.
• bore length 7 - 10 m
• bore depth 1.2 m
• installed pipe HDPE Ø 20 mm
The trenchless installation was
performed with the GRUNDOMAT45P
displacement hammer. ◊

GRUNDORAM
Undercrossing of the Mihai Bravu Boulevard
and a sewer main pipeline
In the centre of Romanian capitol Bucharest two
steel pipes have been installed over 35 m length
underneath the Mihai Bravu Boulevard. For the
construction of several new pedestrian crossings
also new bridge piles had to be founded. As part
of this, the district heating main line has to be
relocated. To do so, 2 parallel steel pipe strings
were installed using the GRUNDORAMGOLITAH. Due
to the massive traffic volume, this could only be
done underground using the trenchless ramming
technology.

Double HDD Power in Australia

Contractor R & R McClure from Australia
decided to buy a second GRUNDODRILL18ACS
from TRACTO-TECHNIK for more successful
rock-drilling projects.

cessfully and safely with a rod string reaching
75 m from the machine to the launching
point of the drill. ◊

One of their first jobs in 2015 was to install
a pipeline ine through the basaltic rock beneath a highway with the help of double rods
and rock breaker. This was carried out suc-

TT sister company
in Australia:
TT ASIA PACIFIC
www.TT-ASIAPACIFIC.com
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SPEC
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Since 1998 TRACTO-TECHNIK’s
Brisbane-based
Australian
sister company TT ASIA-PACIFIC PTY LTD has been offering
innovative trenchless methods
and equipment solutions to the
customers in Australia, New
Zealand, China, Korea, Taiwan,
Thailand, The Philippines and
Vietnam. Customers are supported by a strong distributor
network, and with excellent
customer pre and after sales
service being the company’s
number one priority, it makes
TT ASIA PACIFIC the number
one choice for all trenchless
requirements. ◊

Key facts:
Steel pipe 1: Ø 1200 mm, length 35 m
Steel pipe 2: Ø 1020 mm, length 35 m
Installation depth 5 - 6 m
Executing company: RAPID COMPLEX

TT partner in Romania:
VOLTRAK S.A
www.voltrak.ro

High-performance pumps were used
to pump infiltrating ground water out
of the starting pit. Because the ground
water level kept rising during installation, an emergency drain pipe Ø 160 PE
was installed using the GRUNDOPIT
mini steerable boring system. ◊
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GRUNDORAMAPOLLO

Large Diameter Pipe
Ramming Leaves
Highway Undisturbed

Design engineers, with the help
of contractors and equipment
manufacturers, are pushing
the limits on pipe size and drive
lengths for pipe ramming projects. Much care and planning
are necessary for a project to
be successful like one recently
completed by In-Ling Contracting Ltd. The project in Fort
McMurray in Wandering River, Edmonton, Alberta installing a 3,657 mm by 72 m long
steel creek drainage line under
Highway 63. In-Ling Contracting Ltd., Edmonton, was contracted to perform the work.
Because of the size of the pipe
and the length of the drive,
there was a need for possible additional jacking force. An
internal 2,438 mm adapter
was constructed to allow for
the pipe ramming hammer to
drive the pipe and still allow for
a jacking cylinder to push the
3,657 mm pipe if needed. The
internal 2,438 mm pipe adapter was built using internal
support within the 3,657 mm
steel pipe. The pipe ramming
hammer could provide 40,000
kN of impact force and the jacking cylinders could exert up
to 6,600 kN to the 3,657 mm
steel pipe.

TT sister company
in the USA:
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www.TTTECHNOLOGIES.com

The pipe size, drive length, permafrost thaw, soil conditions
and proximity to the highway all
posed significant challenges.
Pneumatic pipe ramming in
conjunction with jacking cylinders was chosen as it allowed
for the contractor to overcome
most of those challenges. The
project set up, ramming conditions, and equipment used all

provided valuable information
regarding pipe ramming under
these types of conditions.
The Basics of
Pneumatic Pipe Ramming
During trenchless pipe ramming, a pneumatic hammer is
attached to the rear of the casing or pipe. The ramming tool,
which is basically an encased
piston, drives the pipe through
the ground with repeated percussive blows. A cutting shoe
is often welded to the front of
the lead casing to help reduce friction and cut through the
soil. The use of bentonite or
polymer lubrication can also
be used to help reduce friction
during ramming operations.
Several options are available
for ramming various lengths
of pipe. An entire length of pipe
can be installed at once, or,
for longer runs, one section at
a time can be installed. In the
latter case, the ramming tool
is removed after each section
of new pipe is in place so that
a new section can be welded
on to the end of the newly installed section. The ramming
tool is connected to the new
section and ramming continues. Depending on the size of
the installation, spoils from inside the casing can be removed
with compressed air, water,
an augering system or a mini
backhoe.
Some casing installation methods are impaired or even
rendered inoperable by rock or
boulder filled soils. Pipe ramming is different. During pipe
ramming, boulders and rocks

as large as the casing itself
can be “swallowed up” as the
casing moves through the soil
and can be removed after the
installation is complete.
Ramming tools are capable
of installing 102 mm through
2,032 mm diameter pipe and
steel casings. Diameters up
to 3,759 mm have been successfully installed using large
scale ramming equipment.
Ramming requires minimal
working depths and has proven
effective for horizontal, vertical, and angled applications.
Ramming is also ideal for installations under roads and railway lines because it displaces
the soil without creating voids
or slumps.
Pipe Ramming Under
The Highway
Highway 63 is a main corridor to the oil sands region of
Canada. The casing installed
under Highway 63 was part of
a significant road-widening
project. The 3,657 mm casing
was being installed to facilitate
creek drainage under the roadway. The project was located in
a slide area. The soil conditions
consisted of heavy moist clay.
The contractor decided to use
pipe ramming for the casing
installation because of the slide area, as well as the time of
year. During the early summer,
the permafrost was melting
and causing the soil to press
down on the casing creating
additional friction. Pipe ramming provided the best opportunity to install the casing and
avoid surface slump, while avoTRACTUELL 19E | 15 35

GRUNDOMAT

Continued from page 35

GRUNDOMAT –

A Real Classic for
more than 40 Years
iding potential significant damage to the highway through
road sag. A GRUNDORAMApollo
pneumatic pipe rammer, from
trenchless equipment manufacturer, TT Technologies, Aurora, Illinois, USA, was chosen
for the project.
In order to install the large casing, a 812 mm diameter ramming tool was specified for the
project. The 812 mm diameter
tool has a 914 mm rear flair and
measures 4,394 mm in length.
It weighs 11,567 kg and delivers
40,500 Nm of impact energy at
180 strokes per minute.
In order to make the connection between the tool and the
very large diameter casing, a
special 2,438 mm ramming
drive adapter configuration was used. This technique
includes welding a smaller
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2,438 mm diameter casing inside of the 3,657 mm casing
with eight 50 mm x 914 mm
ram plates. The ramming then
makes a direct connection to
the 2,438 mm diameter drive
adapter through standard
ramming gear. The 2,438 mm
drive adapter makes the final
connection to the 3,657 mm
casing through the welded-on
ram plates.
At the start of the project, crews
pushed the pipe under the roadway as far as they could, utilizing the jacking system. Crews
were able to jack the pipe under the roadway approx. 22 m
before beginning the ramming
process. To power the ramming
tool, crews had four 44 m3/min.
air compressors on site and
used up to three compressors
at one time during pipe ramming operations.

Throughout the project ramming progress averaged 63 mm
per minute utilizing the ramming tool in combination with
the jacking system to help mitigate recoil from the percussive
action of the pipe rammer.
Weather conditions provided
an additional challenge on this
project. Crews contended with
significant rainfall throughout,
slowing progress and resulting in extremely muddy conditions.
The entire ramming portion of
the project took approximately three weeks to complete.
The 2.438 mm drive adapter
became fatigued with 9.1 m
remaining on the project. The
contractor was able to dig up
the 3657 mm at that point and
make the final push to completion. ◊

All these jobs are possible with
GRUNDOMAT soil displacement hammer:
Service connections
Road crossings
Steel pipe installation
Renewal of steel pipes
Pipe bursting
Short vertical bores for foundations, 		
geothermal heat pipes
Anchoring bores
Application in winter with compressed
air heater UNITHERM

A technology to rely on:
Choose between crowned or stepped head
Advantage: optimal adaptation to the soil
Two forward-gears with different impact
frequencies
Advantage: improved operational
performance in alternating soils
	Advance with two-stroke action
Advantage: high on-target precision in
varying soil conditions, especially in
rocky soils
	Switch-over to reverse gear under pressure

Advantage: short response time when
encountering unforeseen obstacles
Robust piston
Advantage: highly resilient
Short machine types
Advantages: application in confined spaces,
smaller pits
High impact frequency
Advantage: optimal penetration power
Serrated casing
Advantage: More grip and stability of
the displacement hammer ◊

For more on the GRUNDOMAT
advantages check our website:
http://www.tracto-technik.com/
GRUNDOMAT-Advantages-231.html
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GRUNDOBURST800G

TT partner in Poland:

Pipe replacement
in the historic city
of Warsaw
As part of the renovation of the water supply system at Miodowa street in the historic city of Warsaw an old steel pipe was replaced with a cast
iron pipe using static pipe bursting over 400 m
length. It was decided to replace the steel pipe
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ND 150 mm with a ductile iron pipe of the same
diameter. A major requirement of the client was
minimal interference to the traffic along the busy
Miodowa road, so the project called for a trenchless replacement method. Plus the existing

underground infrastructure had to be located
exactly.
The compact GRUNDOBURST800G was chosen as
the ideal bursting rig for this project. All work associated with the renovation took place with constant foot traffic and cycling. One 100 m long renovation section required special attention because
the route went along directly under an existing
gas pipeline.
To prevent possible damage to this gas pipe, it
was necessary to carefully check the diameter of
the roller blades and expand with caution. Finally
the gas pipe had to be lifted up a few centimetres
using special actuators to avoid having to change
the route of the pipe.

Thanks to their fast click-shut connection the
QuickLock rods were pushed through this 100
m section in only 45 minutes. When being
pulled back, the roller blade and expander attached to the bursting rods shattered the old
pipe and the new cast iron pipe was pulled in
simultaneously.
The GRUNDOBURST800G provided the necessary force to destroy the old pipes without
problems, yet the tensile loads, which were
constantly monitored using the GRUNDOLOG
measuring device, did not exceed the permitted limit of 150 kN. Renovation of this 100 m
section took approx. 8 hours. The complete
pipe replacement project including all backwork was completed within 2 weeks. ◊
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GRUNDOBURST400G
TT sister company
in Switzerland:

TRACTO-TECHNIK
Schweiz AG
www.TRACTO-TECHNIK.ch

Photo on the left: Pulling in the new gas line • Central photos left: The GRUNDOBURST400G in the work pit. • Photo on the top, right: The adapter and a second blade
for the small 35 mm rods • Photo on the bottom, right: The course of the bore path in the Rue du Temple.

Renewal of a Cast-Iron Line Under Difficult Conditions
Delémont, the capital of the Canton Jura, lies
between the cities of Basel and Biel in northwestern Switzerland, close to the French border. Medieval buildings, neat house fronts and
attractive museums give distinction to the face
of the picturesque old town.

maintained, therefore the local gas provider Regiogaz commissioned the special underground
engineering company Enzo Dell’Anna with the
trenchless replacement of the gas line.

In a residential area above the historic centre,
in the Rue du Temple, a 60 mm cast iron line
for gas from the 50ies was to be replaced by a
PE pipe 72/90 mm.

Enzo Dell’Anna is a specialist for trenchless
pipe installation and relies consequently on the
machine technology of TRACTO-TECHNIK. The
company has carried out multiple successful replacement jobs using the pipe bursting method
and a GRUNDOBURST400G.

Where possible, surface break-up had to be avoided and the access to the residential buildings

Due to the strong radii in the course of the
line, the QuickLock rods with the smaller di-
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ameter, 35 mm, had to be used to overcome
the bore radius without problems. Because
the crew feared possible overstraining of
the rods, the pulling forces were limited to
20 t.
In the course of the operation, the repair
sleeves of the old line proved to be made of
ductile iron, also they were larger than the
cutting blades in use. The crew came to the
conclusion that 20 t would be insufficient and
the cutting range of the blades was too small.
In no time at all, TRACTO-TECHNIK provided
an adapter to link the regular size 54 bursting

rods with the size 35 busting rods. A larger
roller blade was attached and the pulling
force of the bursting rig set to 40 t. With this
measure, the ductile iron repair sleeves were
cut open and the new PE pipe was pulled in
as planned.
The complete replacement project was done in
only four days. The project manager Michael
Dell’Anna showed his enthusiasm: "Without
the technical support and quick reaction of
TRACTO-TECHNIK it would have been impossible for us to carry out the pipe replacement
successfully." ◊
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Cast Iron Pipe ND 100
Replaced with
HDPE Pipe ND 160

SAVE THE DATE!

Customer:		DUNEA Duin & Water, Netherlands
Contractor:		 BAM Nelis de Ruiter, Halfweg, Netherlands, looking back on more
		
than 10 years of pipe bursting experience
Town:		
Rijswijk, Netherlands
Date:		
early February 2014
Machine:		
GRUNDOBURST400G3
Old pipe:		
cast iron Ø 100 mm, 30 years old
New pipe:		
HDPE TS Ø 160 mm with protection coating
Utilisation: 		
potable water supply line
Mains length:		
3 mains, 532 m in all
Expander:		Ø 200 mm
Special features:
Pulling force measurement with GRUNDOLOGIII
Commissioned by the DUNEA waterworks, the
company BAM Nelis de Ruiter in Rijswijk (southern
Netherlands) replaced a 30 year old cast iron water
line Ø 100 mm in a length of 532 m with an HDPE
pipe Ø 160 mm, using the static pipe bursting method and a GRUNDOBURST400G3. The replacement
became necessary because of the insufficient pipe
capacity and leakage of the sleeves. An expander Ø
200 mm, was utilised to allow pulling in the larger
diameter directly. In the process of bursting, the
new pipe was attached so it could be pulled directly
into the upsized bore hole.
The permissible maximum pulling force of 6.7 t
was supervised by the pulling force measuring
instrument GRUNDOLOGIII, mounted to the inner
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wall of the new pipe. Measurements proved that
the average value of 5.25 t was never exceeded. Including all accompanying jobs, the measure was
successfully completed within three days.
Ron Schouten has replaced many kilometres of
old pipes. He is very satisfied with the GRUNDOBURST400G3, just like his customer who has already
called several pipe bursting projects for tenders. ◊

TT partner in the Netherlands:

Get ready in time for next year’s BAUMA show which will be held in Munich from the 11th – 17th
April. We are looking forward to welcoming you on the largest stand in the history of TRACTOTECHNIK. On more than 1.500 square meters 70 TT-specialists will be presenting our ‘ground
piercing’ innovations. ◊

www.meerman.com
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